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Intraoperative Neurophysiological MonitoringHumana Press, 2005

	The premier authority on intraoperative neurophysiological monitoring (IOM) provides in a new edition a comprehensive, up-to-date reference on IOM techniques and their anatomical and physiological basis. Dr. Møller offers theoretical and practical guidance regarding electrophysiological recordings in the operating room, how to...
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Pro Web 2.0 Application Development with GWT (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2008
This book is for developers who are ready to move beyond small proof–of–concept sample applications and want to look at the issues surrounding a real deployment of GWT. If you want to see what the guts of a full–fledged GWT application look like, this is the book for you.
GWT 1.5 is a game–changing technology, but it...
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Upgrading and Repairing PCs (15th Edition)Que, 2003
          Upgrading and Repairing PCs is the runaway best-selling PC hardware book of all time and one of the best-selling computer books ever! This 15th Edition is loaded with the most up-to-date hardware information anywhere. World-renowned PC hardware expert Scott Mueller has taught thousands...
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Bridge and Highway Structure Rehabilitation and RepairMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	State-of-the-Art Bridge and Highway Rehabilitation and Repair Methods


	This authoritative volume offers up-to-date guidance on the latest design techniques, repair methods, specialized software, materials, and advanced maintenance procedures for bridges and highway structures. Focusing on both traditional and nontraditional design...
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Upgrading and Repairing Laptop ComputersQue, 2003
Beyond cutting edge, Scott Mueller goes where no computer book author has gone  before--right past all the warranty stickers, the hidden screws, and the fear  factor to produce a real owner's manual that every laptop owner should have on  his desk. This book shows the upgrades users can perform, the ones that are  better left to the manufacturer,...
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How to Do Everything with Photoshop 7McGraw-Hill, 2002
Harness the power of Photoshop to create beautiful looking images effortlessly. Tackle common problems and technical issues, edit and enhance existing artwork--plus experiment with new ideas and methods to create entirely new visual scenes and schemas. Familiarize yourself with the Photoshop interface and tool palette, then follow along as...
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Radio Signal Finding (Tab Electronics)McGraw-Hill, 2000
This is a book about receiving radio signals; specifically, how to set up receiving systems that work as well as possible under difficult conditions. I assume you are someone whose task is to install or operate a receiver and aerial system so as to obtain maximum performance in a fringe area. To make best use of this manual you will need to have...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Simple Home RepairAlpha, 2007

	How many readers does it take to change a light bulb?

	

	Only one … if he or she is armed with this book! Rather than focus on the big projects that most homeowners would wisely leave to professionals, it concentrates on the common repairs that everyone encounters and anyone can do—with the right...
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Bionics for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The best-selling Evil Genius format provides hobbyists with a fun and inexpensive way to learn bionics via 25 complete projects. Once the focus of popular 70's TV, bionics (integrating mechanical and electronic materials with living matter) are being used more than ever to replace or repair physiological or anatomical functions or disorders....
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3D Printing BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Using the free open-source Blender software, anyone can design models for 3D printing. Fantastic fun and a great experience whether or not you have a 3D printer, this book is a crash course in the new technology.


	Overview

	
		Design 3D models that will print successfully using Blender, a free 3D modelling...
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Cardiac Perfusion and Pumping Engineering (Clinically-Oriented Biomedical Engineering)World Scientific Publishing, 2007

	Cardiac pumping is dependent on cardiac perfusion. Hence, it is only natural that we address both cardiac perfusion and pumping in this book. We have gone one step further in also considering assisted perfusion by coronary bypass surgery and myocardial regeneration by means of stem cells transformed into implantable cardiomyocytes. The book...
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PC Toys: 14 Cool Projects for Home, Office, and EntertainmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Come on out and play
You can only surf the Net so long. You can only play so much video poker. So if you’re a PC addict who’s ready for some new fun, this book is your toybox. Each of the 14 projects inside includes a parts list, suggestions for finding the needed equipment, clues to the cost, helpful Web links, and complete...
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